Abstract. In this paper, we investigate an inverse problem for determining an unknown boundary in R 3 by means of a Cauchy problem of the Laplace equation. By using the complex extension and harmonic measures, we give logarithmic conditional stability estimation in determining the unknown Lipschitz boundary under reasonable a-priori information of unknown boundaries.
Introduction
Consider a bounded domain R 3 with boundary @ . Assume that an inaccessible part of the boundary has been damaged or transformed with, for example, corrosion or continuous steel casting. An inverse problem is to determine the shape of such a part of the boundary by a suitable observation on other accessible part of the boundary. This is one problem in non-destructive evaluation techniques and is very important and in high demand by the engineering industry. In this paper, the inverse problem of determining an unknown boundary from overspeci ed boundary data is investigated. The inverse problem can be formulated as follows:
Assume that R 3 is a bounded domain. Let @ be an unknown subboundary to be determined and ? be a known subboundary of @ where observation can be made. It is not necessary that ? = @ . In other words, an unknown subboundary may be detected from one known ?.
Consider a static eld in with a suitable function u = u(x; y; z), (x; y; z) 2 R 3 . Throughout this paper, values of u can be xed on . This condition is true for example, in the case of a convectively cooled continuous casting (e.g. Siegel 26] ), where the temperature u must be the melting point on . Without loss of generality, we may assume that the melting point is zero, that is, uj is zero. Thus the governing equations are given as:
u(x; y; z) = 0; (x; y; z) 2 (1.1) u(x; y; z) = 0; (x; y; z) 2 (1.2) u(x; y; z) = f(x; y; z); (x; y; z) 2 ?
where f is an input function which does not vanish identically on ?.
The inverse problem of determining the transformed subboundary is then stated as: Mainly in these papers, only the two dimensional case is discussed, while we here consider the three dimensional case.
Since the governing equation (1.1) is the Laplace equation, the uniqueness of this inverse problem can easily be obtained by using the unique continuation property for the Laplace equation (e.g. Mizohata 19] ).
The di culty in investigating this inverse problem is severe ill-posedness. Since the boundary data are given on only a xed part of the boundary, the ill-posedness of a Cauchy problem for the Laplace equation ( 17] , 27]) induces the ill-posedness of this inverse problem. Therefore, only conditional stability estimation for this problem is expected. Here by the conditional stability we mean stability in determining an unknown subboundary under some geometric restrictions on shapes. Such restrictions should be reasonable from the practical viewpoint and can be speci ed by boundedness conditions on geometric quantities of subboundary. We can conjecture that moduli of conditional stability depend on our choice of geometric restrictions. To the authors' knowledge, even in the two dimensional case, there are not many conditional stability results for this kind of inverse problem. We can refer to Beretta Rondi 24] . In our recent paper 5], a similar inverse problem in R 2 was investigated and various conditional stability estimates are obtained under the regularity assumptions on unknown subboundaries. This paper discusses conditional stability in R 3 provided that unknown subboundaries are given by Lipschitz continuous functions with uniformly bounded Lipschitz constants. Here we notice that our geometric restrictions allow us to treat non-smooth interfaces with conical points, for example.
In related with stability estimates in determination of geometry, we refer to Alessandrini 1] for a crack determination problem and Isakov 12] , 13], Ramm 23] for an inverse obstacle scattering problem. In Alessandrini 1], a logarithmic stability estimate by boundary inputs in the form of Dirac delta functions was obtained. However, no results on the stability estimation under non-impulsive boundary inputs are reported. Our method may be applicable to the crack determination problem.
The main result in this paper is logarithmic stability under a-priori assumptions. Although the rate is very weak, it holds for determination of non-smooth subboundaries unlike 5]. Since real transformation processes such as corrosion usually yield non-smooth interfaces, this makes application of our result more practical in solving industrial problems. Moreover, the paper 1] for the crack problem suggests also that the logarithmic rate cannot be improved in general.
This paper is organized as follows. The main theorem on stability estimation is given in Section 2. In Section 3, the main theorem is reduced to two key lemmata. The proofs of these key lemmata are then given in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. The main result for the stability estimation is then stated in the following.
Theorem 2.1. Let m 2 > 0, 0 < < 1, and M > 0 be arbitrarily xed constants. 
This double "log" estimate shows very weak stability and is observed in similar determination problems (e.g. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is then a direct consequence of Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2:
We note that it is su cient to prove the theorem for su cient small > 0. Then where C 4 = C 4 (R; 1 ; 2 ) > 0 is a constant which is independent of 1 .
Moreover, for an arbitrarily xed > 1, we can take a constant C 4 ( ) > 0 which is dependent on but independent of R, , 1 , 2 , provided that
Proof. Henceforth < and = denote the real and imagery part of 2 C respectively.
We can prove the lemma by a way similar to Isakov 12] . That is, consider the conformal map = ( ) = ( 2 ) It is obvious that C 0 4 depends on 1 , 2 and R, . In terms of ( ) = ( 2 ) 2 , the inequalities (4.9) and (4.12) mean (4.3). Return to and the proof of the part (i) is proved.
(ii) We set I = R 0 ; R 1 ] where R 0 > 2 . Let us put 2 = 2 1 ? 1 > 0. M(z) = M 1 " for any 2 E: (4.24) In fact, the second equality of (4.24) is readily seen by noting that max 2@E = M 1 and the Maximum principle of the holomorphic functions. Assume that the rst inequality of (4.24) The equality (4.28) is straightforward from (4.27) and Green's formula (e.g. Chapter 2, x2.4 in Gilburg and Trudinger 11]). Next we need to verify that v is holomorphic in 1 .
We rst examine the set V : We take h which minimizes 2hM + C6(M) h 2 C7h 2 . Then we can obtain the conclusion of Lemma 3.1. The proof is complete. We can prove that at (x ; y ) and for every F 2 F, the upper domain and the lower domain bounded by f(x; y; F(x; y))g contain a cone with vertex (x ; y ; F 1 (x ; y )) and angle 2 whose axes are perpendicular to the xy-plane, wherever x ; y are. such that the angle 1 between the line x = x ; y = 0 and the line L is less than 2 (see Figure 3 ) We assume that L can be expressed as Lemma 5.1. Suppose that is a domain in R n (n 3) and L is a straight line which satis es that L intersects @ at two points and ? = L \ is a segment. We assume that two segments satisfy Hence by noting that we may assume that > 0 is small and 0 < < 1 from (5.13), there exists a constant C 15 where C > 0 is a constant which is independent of d.
Then the proof is complete.
